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An analytical  investigation of the effects of f u e l  density and 
heating value OR the C r u i s i n g  range of a ram- jet airplane, was m a d e .  In 
order to  isolate  fuel  property  efeects &s much as possible, the optimum 
compromise between w e i g h t  and efficiency WBB approximated for   the wing, 
engine, and fuselage,. Fuel-property effects are presented for the opti- 
mum designs thus obtained. In  " t ion ,  the  e f fec ts  of several design 
variables on r&-jet drplane cruising range are presented f o r  an &ti- 
initial cruise  altitudes from 35 332 to 100 QOO feet, Mach nebers from 
1.5 ta 4.0, and fuel densities . f & m  i d O ~ . p o u n d a  per cubic foot. 
ResuIts are,  based on an airplane' Initial gross weight of 150,000 pounds 
and a pay-load and controls weight of L0,OOO pounds. 
-. tude of 10,000 f ee t  and a Mach number o f  3-.5. The analysis  included 
.c- 
The results  indicate  that  Ki-th present-day hiowledge of chemical 
fuels,  neither  very  high nor very l o w  fuel  densit ies have any advantages 
for  Ung-range f-llght. Aircraft range was most sensitive t o  changes 
in   fuel   densi ty  at low alt i tudes and high Mach. &rtbers and the  best 
init ial   cruise  conditions f o r  m a x h u m  range were between alt i tudes of 
50,000 asd 70,000 f ee t  and Mach numbers of 3 .O and 4.0. In ass,essing 
the  re la t ive ranQe potent ia l i t ies  of possible ram-jet fuels, it was 
concluded that i n   s p i t e  of i t s  high density, aluminum does not field so 
long a r a g e  as a hydrocaibog fuel. The most promising fuels investi- 
gated for Long range were the borohydrides and metallic boron. The 
range potent ia l i t ies  of the borohydrides and metallic boron were very 
SimiLa;rj any choice between them nrust be based on practical  considera- 
t ions such as cost and ease of application. Aluminum-hydrocarbon slur- 
ries were i n f e r i o r  t o  pure hydrocarbon fuels on a range basis and boron- 
hydrocarbon s lur r ies  were s u p r i m  t o  pure hydrocarbons, approaching 
the  practical  range. potential  of pure  metallic boron [evaluated at 
50 p e r c e t  of solid-metd density). It was  concluded that the p r a c t i c d  
I difficult ies  associated Kith the use of ILquid hydrogen cannot be f u s t i -  
f ied  on a range tjasis, but i f  tactical  considerations  predicate  flight 
at extremely high altitudes, liquid hydrogen must be considered as a 
r+ possible  fuel. The analysis  predicted a maxhm relat ive range at an 
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i n i t i a l   a l t i t ude  of  30,000 fee t  .and a 'Mach nuniber of 3.6 when &borane ' 
fuel  was used. A t  this flight condition,. diborane exhibited a range 
advantage of 59 percent over the hydxocarbon fuel and an advantage of 
5 percent  over  pentaborane. 
INTRODUCTION 
me appucatian :of. ram-jet en-es t o  long-range supersorx~c e- 
craft offers unique opportmitiea f o r  the u-bllization of specialized 
fuels. The abi l i ty  of the ram-jet engine t o  u t i l i ze  a wide varLety of 
fuels, and the sensit ivity of supersonic aLrcr& gerformCtnce to   fue l  
storage requirements make the f u d  selection problein for  these config- 
urations one .of unusual significance: .. .. 
The range of any aircraft flight depends on the   ra t io  of the pro- 
pulsive energy obtained f r o m  the fuel t o  the total. drag of the airplane. 
Because-the  propulsive energy obtained fromthe fuel is directly pro- 
portional to effective heat- value (chemical heating value times 
combustion efficiency), and airplane drag increases with decreasing 
f u e l   d d i t y ,  greatest range w i l l  resul t  from a fuel  having a high 
effective heating value and a hlgh density. .Unfortwtely, both of 
these properties cazlnot be obtained simultaneouely with known chemical 
fuels, and the manner A. which a compromise is ma&. i n  the  selection bf 
a ram-jet fue l  becomes .af great importance i n  assessing the range poten- 
t i a l i t i e s  of ram-jet airplane. 
The nature of this compromise between density and heating value i s  
discussed in reference 1. Inasmuch as the primary object-of reference 1 
is t o  study the effects of propulsion system aad fli&t speed on air- 
craf t  range, its,trea;tment of the effects of fuel  propelyties w a s  neceq- : 
sa r i ly  of a preliminnay nature. No attempt was made t o  adapt the air- . 
plane t o  each particular  fuel in  -der t o  f'ully exploit  the combination - 
of heating value and density peculiar to tha t  fuel. Even BO, important 
conclusions can be drawn. frm ref&ence 1 i n  which. it was apparent that 
f u e l s  other than conventional hydrocarbons mi~st  be-inclGded  in a dis- 
cussion of ram-Jet range potentiali t ies.  Furthermore, the sui tabi l i ty  
of a par t icular   fuel  ta a specific mission, that is, a particular com- 
blndion-of  range, M&ch number, arid altitude, suggests that it may be 
desirable to. develop several  .ram-jet. f u e l s .  . - 
This report presents the results af 821 analysis, conducted at the 
NACA Lewis laboratory, "%bich investigates.  the  effects of fuel heating 
value and density on ram-jet a2bpbrt.e rmge in attempt. -t;o broaden 
understanding of the  fundamental advantages or  &advantages of any 
particular fuel. Any f b a l  .evaluation of potent.id ram-jet fuels must 
be based on cost, availability, logistics, and other practical consider- 
ations in  addition t o  range. These practical-cohslderations are beyond 
. ..:_. 
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the scope-of the present aSdySiSj herein attention is specifically 
directed toward the range potentialities  associated  ufth any combina- 
t ion  of f u e l  density and heating value  especially as applied t o  long- 
range supersonic mieeilas. .B.Qrder t o  generalize the study 88 much 
as possible, fuel heating value and density are treated throughout as 
independent variablee. Actually, range is easi ly  shown t o  be direct ly  
proportional to ef'fective heating value; thus it i s  convenient to pre- 
sent the results as the dimensionless r a t io  between aircraft range and- 
fuel effective heating value R/B. The analysis therefore can apply t o  
any f u e l  by substitution of the  values of effective  heating  value and 
densLty applicable t o  -that f u e l  i n t o  the  results  presented  herein. 
Throughout the- analysis, o n l y  -design-point performace i s  con- 
sidered and every -cdmpohent of the  airplane is assumed t o  be  sp-ecifi- 
cally designed fqr each .p&.ticular flight. condition. In t h i s  way, fue l -  
property effects axe isolated as much as possible s o  that the  results 
may re f lec t   the  fundamental relationships between aircraft range and 
f u e l  properties. Only cruise is analyzed; take-off and clinib me not 
considered. " .. - 
. I .  
The analysis  includes  fuel  densities from 4 t o  200 pounds per cubic 
foot, Mach numbezs from 1 ; S t o  4.0, and fnitial alt i tudes from 35,332 
to 100,000 fee t .  R e s u l t s  are presented f o r  an airplane initial gross 
w e i g h t  of 15O,000 pounds ana-a pay- load &d controls weight of 
10,000 pounds. 
The wide range of conaitioni included in the analysis made the 
assumption of  flexible airplane and engine -desfgns essential .  There-- 
fore, the mre izqportmt design parameters were not flxed, but  w e r e  
optimized f o r  each condition  investigated so that the results w o d d  
re f lec t  the effects of fuel properties without including the effects 
of arbitrary desi- parameters . .  
The range of- conditions.  investtgated a l s o .  resulted in airplane 
configurat$ons .having very different physical..dimensions. The analy- 
s i s  therefokelncluded  the e e c t  of Reyno lds  number on skin f r i c t ion  
and allowance was made f o r  the effect o f  airplane s i z e  on structural 
w e i g h t ,  I . .  . . . .  
Assumptions - 
A complete U t  af synibols is given in appendix A .  Assumptions 
r+ describing the aerodynamics of the' a i rcraf t  components are l i s t e d  f-n - 
appendix B, azid assumptions descrihing component weights are presented 
in appendix .C . 
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A l l  assumptions were made so as to   represar t  long-range missile 
design. A pay-load and controls w e i & t  of 10,000 pounds was  assumed 
and except f0r.a detailed study of  the effect  of gross weight at a spe- 
c i f i c  flight condition, an.initial m o s s  w e i g h t  of 150,OCO pounds was 
used throughout. Cruising rauge. only was considered, and it was assumed 
that the   a i rc raf t  was accelerated t o  cruising speed and altitude by rocket 
boost o r   o t h e r d e r n a l  means. Because on ly  one gross w e i g h t  was con- 
sidered, the boosting technique at a single a l t i tude  and Mach number will 
apply  reaeonably w e l l  t o .  all fuels, only  the  physical- &hemions of the 
aLrcra9t being altered by changes i n  fuel properties. Therefore con- 
sideration of boosting would not. alter canparisom at a single a l t i tude  
and Mach number.  However,. for  different  Mach numbers and alt i tudes,  
different  boosting  techniques must be assumed,.and. cruising. range fo r  
f ixed  a i rcraf t  gross weight, d&hough una9fected by boosting considera- 
tions, is a less valid criterion-for-comparison6 between these differ- 
ent -flight condftions,. . Booster gross weight,_ or  .boo.ster. .complexity, 
which is not considered herein, might have- a significant  effect  on the 
pract ical  advantages of a particular flight condition as compared with 
other flight conditions. 
The cruising range w a s  estimated according t o  the Ereguet range 
equation  for which constant  airplane Lift-drag r a t i o  and constant thrwt- 
horsepower specif ic  fuel  consumption (Its fuel/ thrust  hp-hr) throughout 
the flight are assumed. Theoretically, this flight plan can be nearly 
real ized  for   the ram-jet airplane by holding flight Mach number and 
engine temperature ratio  canstant and taus-ing the al t i tude  to   increase 
as f u e l  is consumed so that ambient pressure variee directly xlth gross 
w e i g h t .  Except f a r  Reynolds n-er effects this plan results i n  con- 
stant angle of attack and constant airplane lift-drag ra t io  throughout 
cruise and equilibrium flight under these conditions demands that engine 
thrust  vary direct ly  with ambient pressure. . .Witun..the JAnits. of the  - .  
isothermal atmosphere, constant flight Mach number results i n  constant 
flight velocity and with constant engine temperature ratio, engine 
thrust  docs vary directly with auibient pressure(Reyno1ds number effects  
are neglected again). Because ambient temperature .is constagt i n  the 
isothermal atmosphere and a constant engine tpsrperature r a t i o  i s  
assumed, engine temperatures are...'constant tbmughout the flight. 
Except for combustion-efficiency and R e p l d s  number effects, constant 
fue l -a i r   ra t io  Etnd constant thrust specific.   fuel  consumption result, 
and with the constant flight vebci ty ,  yiel-d constant thrust horse- 
power specLfic fue l  consumption as required by the Breguet formula. 
Outside the isothermal atmosphere, constant flight Mach nurnber results 
in a fllglxt velocity proportional t o  the square  root of ambient tempera- - 
ture, but  constant engine temperature r a t io  s t i l l  produces t h r u s t  - 
directly proportional to ambient pressure (Reynolds number effects being 
neglected). 5 i s  variation of thrust again sa t i s f ies  the  requirements 
for equilibrium flight. a t  constant angle qf..atta& wd c m t a n t  fUght 
"" 
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Mach number, and al t i tude m u s t  increase so that ambient pressure varies 
directly with gross weight as it does for flight within the isothermal 
atmosphere. For the case of f l i gh t  above or  below the isothermal atmos- 
phere, constant flight Mach number and constant engine--temperature r a t i o  
result  i n  -&tl engine fuel-air  r a t i o  directly  proportional  to ambient 
temperature (except f o r  combustion efficiency and Reynolds number effects 
and the slight variation in the themnodynamic properties of the working 
medium with temperature and fue l -& ratio). Therefore the thrust spe- 
c i f i c   f u e l  consumption of the engine w i l l  vary dFrectly with the square 
root of ambfent temperature, and since flight velocity also varies as 
the square root of ambient temperature, the thrust horsepower spectfic 
fue l  consumption w i l l  remain constant as required by the Breguet formula. 
Inasmuch as no particular f u e l s  w e r e  considered i n  analyzing the- 
engine performance, account could not be taken of the  effect  of colribustion- 
gas properties on the thermodynamic cycle. The products of conibustion 
therefore were assumed t o  be air: The cycle was calculated with the 
thermodyndc data of reference 2. No increase fn ma88 f l o w  acro88 the 
co~ibustor due to  fuel  addition  but simply an addition of heat w a s  recog- 
nized. @he effects of these assumptions are demonstrated i n  RESULTS 
specific heat consumption W 1  i n  Btu per second per pound engine th rus t  
minus drag. 
.w AWD DISCUSSION.) The results of' the cycle analysis are expressed as 
w 
A single airplane configuration was assumed, having a, triangular 
plan-form wing and a closed-body melage of the H a c k  class I specifi- 
cations d.escribed i n  reference 3. The power ducts are mounted externally 
on the wLng, and except f o r  a detailed investigation  of. the  effect  of 
engine s ize  at one flight c o w t i o n ,  dl -ne performance calculations 
w e r e  based on an engine h a w  a combustion-ch&&er cross-section  area 
of 10 square feet: The various fuel and flight condftions were assumed 
satisfied by installing various numbers of  these units. This assuaption 
avoids the influence of scale effects on engine weight and sinrplif'ies 
the analysis considerably. Furthermore, the engine w e i g h t  analysis 
(appendix C )  indicated  that a codustion-chamber =ea of 10 square f ee t  
would be near  the r n a x h u m  s ize  f o r  minimum specific engine w e i g h t  f o r  
externally munted engines. Holding engine size constant results in  
the assumption of a noninteger number of required engines. Actually, 
a small change i n  en@;lne s i z e  could be assumed so as t o  reduce or raise 
the number t o  an integer. The scale effect associated with such a smal l  
change In engine s i z e  would not have a signifidant effect  on the results. 
.-. .. .. 
NO %rlzontal tail w a s  aESUmed; the airplane  center of gravity w a ~  
assumed t o  be fixed  during flight as'd the ver t ical  tail drag Was taken 
aa 10 percent of wing ze ro -u f t  drag. (These assumptions c o d a  also 
represent a canard or  other  configuration i n  which the  horizontal tail 
the various  aircraft components w e r e  approsdmated by assuming that the 
e 
.# has the same lift-drag ratio as the wing.) Ln.terference effects between 
1 
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lift and drag of the  portions of the wing blanketed by the engines and 
fuselage were unaff'ected by the presence of the.en@nes and fue l age .  
In analyzing each component, only design-point performance waa conaidered 
and mACA stmdard atmosphere w e  assumed. 
Optimization of Variables and Determination 
of Range Parameter 
As previously mentioned, the FmPqyt;aqt airplane-design parametera 
were optimized a t  each initial cruise condition in order t o  adapt the-  
airplane as much as possible t o  each combination of fuel density and 
flight conditions., Three.principa1 components of the aircraf t  were con- 
sidered: wing, engine, and fuselage.  At-each flight condition and 
fuel denslty, it waa necessary t o  make a compromlse between weight and 
efficiency (either aeroaydamic o r  thermodynamic) i n  arriving at the b-est 
component design. This comprolslse was ,deterprLne.d by applying the assump- 
t ions of appendixes B and. C so as t o  yield working curves relating 
weight and efficiency f o r  each of the three..airplane components. Wing 
angle of attack, engine total-temperature ratio, and fuselage-fineness 
ra t io  were indeperrdeiitly va r i ea   i n  order t o  obtain  these weight- 
efficiency curves. Partial differentiation of the range equation xi-& 
respect t o  each of the  three independent variables then revealed the 
point-on  the weL.@t-efficiency curve for .ea& component which resulted 
i n  greatest aircraft range. Finally, application of the optimum design8 
thus obtained to   the  range equation r-esulted i n   t h e   f w - r a n g e  parameter 
f o r  each point analyzed.. The detd-led equations and procedure neces- 
sary for the malysis  are  -presented in q?pendix D. 
The principal results of the analysis are summazized in tables I 
t o  III and i n  figure 1. These results are based on an irdtial gross 
weight sf .150,000 powb. .as6 a. EW-LOG. and... contr.o.1.s. wgi&%. of 
~0,000 porn& and .are "pesented fqr . f o u r  .initid. altitudes; 35,332, 
50,000,  70,000, and 100,000 fee t .  Data for  the meximlzed range analy- 
si8 from which thecessential performance of a31 the airplane components 
can be calculated are given in  table. I. Tables I1 and IlZ present the 
characteristics of the wing and englne a t  conditions for maximum e f f b  
ciency of each component :- The dimepsionl-ess range- p a r e e t e r  as 8 f unc- 
t ion  of  fuel  density  for  the s e v e r a l  Mach numbers and alt i tudes included 
in .   the   analysis   is   p lot ted  in   f igure 1 from data included in table I. 
.. 
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Because the  entire fuel load is  C a r r i e d  inside the fuselage in the 
assumed afrplane configuration, fuel density effects me produced 
through the  fuselage drag and fuselage  structural weight result ing from 
the particulas fuel lo&. Fuselage drag and $uselage structural  w e i g h t  
increase with increasing f u e l  bulk; therefore a decrease i n  fuel  density 
always reacts unfavorably on aircraft range as shown in f i g u r e l .  
The application of the .curves of figure 1 t o  some specific ram- jet 
engine fuels of currezit interest  is i l lus t ra ted  in the  section  entitled 
"Application of Results t o  Specific Fuels ." However, some general con- 
clusions can be drawn from a study of figure 1 without reference t o  
any specific fuels. !The consistent shape of the curves of figure 1 
indicates  that  neither  very dense nor very light fuels are l ikely t o  be 
of great importance w-ith regard t o  range. In general, decreases in 
rue& density below 30 pounds per  cubic  foot must be acconpanied by very 
substantial advantages In heating value in order  t o  gain any range 
advantage. The ragtid rise in fuselage weiat .and fuselage drag accom- 
paw3ng reductions i n  fuel  density below 30 pounds per cubic foo t  
reduces the range potential. For example, as fuel density is decreased 
from 30 t o  4 pounds per  cubic  foot;  fuel bulk per unit weight is 
increased more than sevenfold. Even after optFmizing fwelage-fineness 
ra t io ,   th i s  decrease In fue1,density  results i n  a two- or threefold 
increase in fuselage drag and fuselage weight. Both of these items 
react unfavorably on range, reducing the range pazameter by 30 t o  
60 percent. Increases in f u e l '  density above 100 pounds per cubic foot 
o f f e r   l i t t l e  opportunity f o r  increased range. men an increase i n  
density from 100 to 200 pounda per cubic foot, which i s  beyond the 
density of the  heaviest  fuels now under consideration, results Fn only 
a 5 t o  20 percent decrease in fus.elage weight and m e l a g e  drag. These 
reductions, in  turn, produce 8tl sverage increase in range of only 7 per- 
cent as figure 1 shows. According t o  &st- k n o w l e d g e  of chemical 
fuels, an increase in  fuel  density from 100 t o  200 pounds per  cubic 
foot wil be accompanfed by a  sharp  reduction in fuel  effective  heating 
value; thus the limited range advantages of hi& density fuels are 
apparent. 
A comparison of the various curvet3 of figure. 1 bdica tes   tha t  air- 
craf t  range is least seneitive t o  fuel density at high al t i tudes and 
low Mach nunibers. This insensit ivity i s  apparent in the relatively 
f l a t  slopes of the curves representing the l o w  Mach nuniber and high- 
al t i tude flight conditions , and can  be  explained  by-  consideration of the 
and fuaelage drag. The low dynamic pressures associated with low-speed 
and high-altitude operatLon require a large a i n  order t o  provide 
at  these fl ight conditions.  Fuselee structural  weight is mainly 8 
- effect of a l t i tude '  and Mach rimer on the imgortance of fuselage weight 
P adequate l i f t .  Therefore, wing weight md wing skin area  are both large 
function of fue l  . w e i g h t  and bulk and is  not sensitive t o  changes i n  n 
flight conditions. -Fuselage drag is  directly a9fected by changes i n  
flight conditions &6 it is  proportional to dynamic pressure and there- 
fore decreases at low Mach numbers and high alt i tudes.  All these fac- 
tors  react on the  drplane mnk-l.na wing wight and drag of iuajor Import- 
ance and fuselage veLght and drag of  minor importance a t  low Mach numbers 
and high altitudes, so tha t  aircraft range i s  least  sensit ive t o  fue l  
density at these fl5gh-t conditions. .. 
The curves of figure. 1 iqdicate  that  coaaiderable  attention should 3 '  
be dtrected toward fuel  densities of approximately 35 to 60 pounds per 
cubic foot because the slope of the curves changes mst rapidly  at  
densities J u s t  below these values. 
Eu 
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Incidental Results 
The very  rapid  deterioration of r&ge with decreasing Mach number 
below 3.0, which is  characteristic of ram-jet airplanes, iB demomtrated . 
in  f igure 1. The effect  of alt i tude is less  pronounced, but it I s  
apparent that &a alt i tude is decreased below 50,000 feet  or  increased h 
above 70,000 feet, range decreases. 
. .  . 
" 
The d t i t u d e s  of table I and figure 1 axe the   in i t ia l   c ru is ing  " * 
alt i tudes but  becaGe of the issumed f l i gh t  plan,' %he fi& cruising 
alt i tudes w i l l  be somewhat higher, depending on the  fuel  weight t o  
gross weight ratio. -The exact relationship between initial and final 
cruise mbient pressure and fue l  w e i g h t  to wosa weight ra t io  f o r  a 
constant Mach number Breguet f l ight   path i s  
. . .  . - 
- " 
For example, for an initial cruis ing alt i tude of 70,000 feet  and a fuel  
weight t o  gross weight ra t io  of. 0.655, the final cruising altitude w i l l  
be 92,300 f ee t .  ~ o s t  long-range flights s tar t ing at  ai alt i tude of 
100,000 feet wil clwb above the upper Umit of the isothermal atmos- 
phere (104,987 f t >  during cruise. For such flights, constant engine 
temperature ra t io  and c o n s t a t  flight Mach number are maintained by 
varying engine fuel-air . ratio  directly  with ambient temperature and the 
Breguet range.equation is sti l l  valid as previously explained. 
- 
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The optimum wing, engine, apd fusela@;e performance fo r  nmximum 
range Listed in table I always occurs at efficiencfes lower than the 
m a x i m u m  possible for each component. Maximum efficiencies with corres- 
ponding component weights are   l i s ted  fo r  the wing and engine i n  
tables I1 and ICI. Hnimum fuselage dr&g and fuselage weight for any 
.. . 
* .  
. .. . ... 
d given  co dition can be 
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calculated from the a 
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ssumptions described in 
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appendixes B and C. The extent t o  which the analytical method compro- 
mised between weight and efficiency of wing and engFne in order to achieve 
m m  theoretical  range i s  shown by a comparison of tables I, 11, 
and In. Maximum range occurred near maxhuuu component efficiency i n  
all cases; however, important savings in wing and engine weight were 
realized by deviating  slightly from the maximum efficiency  conditions. 
Reductions i n  wing weight up t o  23 pacen t  and reductions i n  engine 
weight up t o  47 percent were realized by the  optimization  procedme with 
corresponding sacrifices up t o  10  percent .in wing efficiency and up t o  
15 percent in engine specific  heat consumption. 
Fuselage-fineness  rat-io f o r  DE&JMUU range was far from the  value 
for  minimmum fuselage drag in alJ. cases, Fineness r a t i o  for  minfmum 
drag per  unit vplume is a p p r o ~ t e l y  29 f o r  the body shape 'Msumedj  
whereas optimum fuselage-fineness r a t io  was l ess  than 16 i n  all cam8 
as shown in table  I. The extremely f lat  optbum of-the fuselage drag 
against  fineness r a t i o  curve f o r  fixed fimelage volume and the  steep 
slope of the fuselage w e i a t  against fineness ratio curve combine t o  
produce t h i s  result. - 
Because the engine cycle analysis disregardedthe effects of dis- 
sociation and fuel  addition,  the rasQe of optimum engine total-temperature 
extended into what might be called the r ich  fuel-air region. Maximum 
f ind  gas temperature and maximum combustor heat addition occur at an 
al t i tude of 100,000 feet, Mach nuniber of 4.0, and fuel  density of 
4 pounds per cubic foot, which i s  near the  denstty of liquid hydrogen. 
A t  these  conditions,  the optimum total-temperature  ratio is 3.35, 
result ing in a conibustor out le t  temperature of 5520° R. N e g l e c t  of 
assoc ia t ion  phenomena i n  tHs case le& t o  appreciable error, although 
the error i s  not so great as m i g h t  first be expected. The high fU&t 
Mach nmiber involved provides a k g e  available expansion r a t i o  a t   t h e  
combustor ex i t  and the assumption of complete expansion in  the e a a u s t  
nozzle which w a s  employed throughout the analysis results i n  relatively 
low exhaust exit static temperature. If equilibrium conditions are . 
assumed i n  the m a n s i o n  process, much of the energy lost by dissocia- 
tion in the coIlibustor will become avaflable in  the exhaust nozzle - -  
through the re--sociation necessary t o   d n t d n  chemical equilibrium 
a t  the lower temperatures. Thus, if  equilibrium i s  maintained in  the 
expamion process, the effects of dissociation me minfmized. The 
effects of e&aust-gas dilution and f u e l - w e i g h t  addition axe small f o r  
hydrogen in  my case. Even at the conditions cited, the fuel-air  r a t i o  
would be 0d-y 0.025 f o r  811 effective  heating  value of  46,400 Btu per 
pouqd, which is a representative value for hydrogen. A t  an al t i tude of 
70,000 f ee t  , Mach number of 3.5 J and f u e l  density of 50 pounds per  cubic 
are less severe, be- sa t i s f ied  by a total-tanperatme  ratio of 2.32 
- ra t ios  shown in table  I is kpor tan t .  At only  a few points i s  operation 
c 
... foo t  ( typical of a hydrocmkon fuel) ,  optimum heat  addition requirements 
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86 shown in   t ab le  I. Peak cycle- temperature muld be 3140° R asd fuel- 
air ratfo.0.030 f o r  an effective  heating  value of 16,800 Btu per pound 
(chemical heating value of 18,650 times c0nibusti.a efficiency of 90 per- 
cent) . The effects -of ussociat ion and exhaust-gas conposition are 
negligible  in this. case. 
Fuel weight t o  initial gross weight r a t i o  listed i n  column 15 of 
table I. is  shown t o  be quite  eensitive to changes -in initial cru ise 
alt i tude.  This sensitivity i 8  caused by the.necessary increase in  wing 
and engine weight as altitude is increased. The effect i s  mitigated 
somewhat by the reduction i n  fuselage w e i g h t  accomganying a reduction 
in fue l  w e i g h t .  
Engine specific heat consumption, shown I column 10 of table I is 
the  heat Fnput in Btu per second. divided by the engine thrust minus 
nacelle drag. Multiplyisg the specific heat cowu;erption by 3600 over 
f'uel effective  heating  value i n  Btu per pound yie lds the engine specffic 
fue l  consumption i n  pounds per hour per pound of thrust  minus naceqe 
drag. The number of engines required, column U, is the result  of f ix -  
i n g  engine s ize  a t  10 square feet  as explained previously, and is shown : 
t o  vary between 0.68 and 22.3. This range is obv€ously outside prac- 
t ical   l imitat ions and can only be Justified by i ts  shglif ' ication of 
the analytical work. In the mst interesting range of flight conditions, 
that is between 50,000. aid 70,000.feet and between Mach numbers of 3.0 
and 4.0, the required number of engines was more pract ical  and ranged 
from 1.24 t o  5.87. 
. .  . .  
Detailed  Investigation  for Altitude o f  70,000 Feet 
and Mach Number of 3.5 
An ini t ia l   cruis ing  a l t i tude.of  70,000 feet  and Mach number of 3.5 
were selected f o r  an investigation of the  effects of several d e s i g n  v8s- 
iables which could not be evaluated i n  the more general analysis. This 
detailed  investigation served t o  -demonstrate the  sensit ivity of the 
f ina l  resu l t s  to  changes in some of the principle-aasumptfons. Except 
where a parameter was deliberat-  varied over -a range of values, 
assumptions were -identical with those used t o  obtain figure 1. No 
attempt waa made t o  re-optimize wing angle. of attack, engine total-. 
temperature ratio, and'fuselage-fineness ratio -.each parameter was 
varied. Instead, the optimum values of these variables at an alt i tude 
of  70,000 feet and Mach number of  3.5 as l isted i n  table I were accepted 
and held constant while the  particular  .design  vaxiable  being  investf- 
gated was varied through a range of values. The de~ip variables 
investigated were diffuser total-pressure ratio, conibuation-chamber 
length-diameter ra t io ,  codustion-chamber area, afrplane gross weight, 
wing angle of attack, engine total-temperature r a t i o ,  and fuselage- 
fineness r a t i o .  Results are presented Fn figure 2. 
B 
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The most Fmportant conclusions to be drawn from figure 2 are: 
(I) Comparisons between various  fuel  densities  are  not  sensitive t o  
changes 2n the design variables investigated; and (2) the optFmum com- 
promises between weight and efficiency  as  determined by the method6 of 
appendix D f o r  the wing, engine, and fuselage were i n  good. agreement 
wtth the  t rue optbums as presented i n  r i m e s  2(e), (f), wd (g). 
The effect  of diffuser  total-pressure  ratio on range a t   t he  initial 
al t i tude of 70,000 fee t  and M a c h  rimer of 3.5 is shown i n  figure 2( a] . 
Inasmuch as the effect of l i p  angle on nacelle drag i s  ne-cted in   the  
present analysis, figure 2(a) Ellustrates only the internal effects of 
diffuser pressure recover$. In le t  geometry suitable for the achieve- 
ment of very high diffuser total-pressure  ratios would probably have 
t o  incorporate high l i p  angles and at these conditions the effect of 
l i p  angle on nacelle pressure 'drag wuld be apgreciable. men so, 
the  effect of l i p  angle on range would be  negligible because nacelle 
pressure drag is a small fraction of total airplane drag at the con- 
dit ions represented i n  figure 2(a) . For example, at a diffuser t o t a l -  
pressure  ratio of 0.5 and a f u e l  density of 50 pounds per cubic foot, 
nacelle pressure &ag (neglecting any effects from l i p  angle) is 2 per- 
cent of t o t a l  airplane drag. Total-pressure ratios between 0.21 and 
1.00 are included in  the  figure,  the  higher  value corresponds t o  isen- 
tropic recovery and the l o w e r  value represents normal shock asd a sub- 
sonic diffuser recovery of 0.9. 
Figure- 2(b) demonstrates that combustion-chamber length-diameter 
ratio has a very minor effect  on range. One of the most important 
effects of combustion-chamber length on engine performance and there- 
fore on range is accomplished through the   effect  of length on combustion 
efficiency and combustion pressure losses. Combustion pressure losses 
were assumed t o  be independent of  camBus€lon-chamber 1-h for   th i s  
analysis and combustion efficiency is Lncluded In the range pmameter 
R/B xihich is the ordinate of  the figure. Therefore the curves of f ig -  
ure 2(b) i l l u s t r a t e  on ly  the external effects of conibustion-chaniber 
length caused by variations i n  nacelle drag and engine weight, but the i r  
f l a t  slopes are of considerable interest since they. demonstrate tha t  
l i t t l e  penalty muld be incurred if combustion problems necessitated 
lengthening of the combustion chaniber. Figure 2(c) demonstrates only  
the external effects of engine s ize  on range such as are produced through 
engine specific w e i g h t  and neglects the effects of engine s ize  on 
combustor and diffuser pqformahce. The relat ive unimportance of engine 
size as it might affect range through engine specific weight is shown 
by figuxe 2(c) and j u s t t f i e s   t h e   a s s q t i o n  of a fixed conibustion-chamber 
cross-section are& size  of 10 square fee t  w h i c h  was made i n  the general 
analysis. Adjustment of the engine s ize  to some other value i n  order 
to o b t h  a practical  llumber of engines will have Httle effect on the  
results as shown by figure 2(c). In constructing t h e  figure, equs- 
t i o n   ( ~ 3 )  of appendix c was applied wtthout regard to pract ical  
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sheetTmetal gages f o r  engine fabrication. Appendix C de~mnstrates that 
the sheet-metal gages at 10. square  feet   cambytion-wber  area  are near 
the practical  minimum. If the sheet-metal gages were assumed t o  be the 
mlnimllm allowable at   th is   point ,   the  curves of figure 2(c) would be 
essentially  horizontal t o  the left of .10 square fee t  comb.ustion-chaniber 
q e a .  The decrease i n  range accompanying increased engine size i l l u s -  
t ra ted i n  figure 2(c) is due to   the . fac t  that engine thrust  is directly 
proportional t o  combus.tion-chamber area whereas. a .portion of the engine 
weight is proportional  to confbustion-chmiber area raised to the 3/2 power. 
The increase i n  range accompaaying a- increase in gross. might  with fixed 
pay-load weight i s .  i l lus t ra ted  in figure 2(d). A t  the conditions ana- 
lyzed, the increaee in range with increasing p o s s  might is initially 
very rapid, but. eventyally the benefits of .&ze+sing s ize  become lesa 
pronounced. -One reason f o r  .this e f f e c t   c a . b e  .foun.&: in the -adverse 
scale effect  included in the wing weight equation. The necessity of 
supporting the aerodyimdc loads farther from the wing root  results in  
less favorable w i n g  weights, w h i c h  are reflected in the  fuel  weightthat 
can be carried and u l t h a t e l y   i n   . t h e  range. A further reason f o r  the 
decreasing benefits of airplane s i z e  is  the diminishing importance of 
the  fixed  pay-load weight as it is applied t o .  ever Wger.  grosrir weights .. 
.. 
A t  the conditions analyzed, wing angle of attack and engine to ta l -  
temperature r a t io  have a minor effect on range (figs. 2(e) and (f) ) . 
The effects would be more pronowed at higher alt i tudes and lower Mach 
numbers because of the  increased  .hpxtance of w i n g  and engine perform- 
ance at these conditions. Figure 2(g) shows that the effect  of 
fuselage-fineness ratio arrange is pronounced at an alt i tude of 
70, OQO fee t  a d  a Mach number of .3.5. For  the fuel Qensity of "50 pounds 
per cubic foot, mi-.fuselage drag would occur a t  a fuselage-fineness 
r a t i o  of about 29. The optimum fineness ratio for msximum range i a  near 
12 f o r  this f-uel density (fig. 2 (g) ) . Extrapolating the data of f ig -  
ure Z ( g )  shows tha t  range would be reduced approximately 30 percent i f  
the  fuselage were -  designed for  minimum arag i n  this case. 
Application of Results to Specific Fuels 
The general  results  presented were applied .to_. E*potential ram- 
je t   fue l s  in  order t o  -demonstrate some specific comparisons obtainable 
from the  analysis. The six fuels selected were l iquid hydrogen, l iquid 
diborane, liquid pentaborane, metallic. aluminum, metallic boron, and 
MIL-F-5624A (JP-3 urAJP-4}. Two se ts  of results. were obtELFned f o r  the 
metallid  fuels, one se t  based on the fuli  so l id  density of the metal 
and the other set  based on 50 percent of the solid metal density. The 
50 percent -of a o l i d  .density condition was included t o  allow for  voids 
and fuel-haadling equipment and i s  intended to  represent a practical  
figure for. present-day solid fuel  storage and handling techniques. The 
f u l l  metal density was included t o  illustrate results for the ultimate 
. . L "  
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possible achievement in efficient  fuel  storage and handling techniques. 
R e s u l t 6  fo r  the fullmetal.  deneity are also useful in eetimating  the 
performance of metal-liquLd fuel. slurries. 
Some pertinent  properties of the six fuels are given Fn the  fallow- 
fng table: 
Fuel Eeating Phase 
value 
(=u/lb) 
HJrdrogen 51,604 Liquid 
Diborane 
29,147 Liquid Pentaborme 
31,080 Liquid 
a4 .43 
a35 .O 
a38 .1 
a168.6 
%44.0 
48.1 
a-424 
8.3 8118 
a-209 &-134 
8-435 
""- ""_ 
-"" ""U 
106 t o  556 '-18 t o  349 
&Reference 4. 
" ?Reference 5. 
CReference 6. 
The heating  values listed in the table were calculated from the 
data of reference 7. The f u e l  wa8 assumed t o  enter the  CoIribUStor at 
770 F and metal oxides Fn the products of combustion (if present) were 
assumed t o  be solids. *No heat was diverted t o  heat the mass of the   fue l  
itself (or a n  equivaknt mass of products) to conibustor outlet conditions. 
This latter assumption w&s included t o  be consistent with the a8sumptLon 
of zero mass-flow increase  across  the conibustor which wa8 mentioned pre- 
viously €n the discussion of the cycle calculations. One w o r t a n t  
property  pertinent t o  m y  comparison of various f u e l s  is  the  efficiency 
with which the fuels can be burned in a practical  combustion chamber at 
the fslght conditions under codideration. No attempt m a  d e  herein 
to consider this fuel property; the comp8rison between the six ram-jet 
fuels was based on equal combustion efficiency f o r  a l l  fuels .  Achieving 
satisfactory combustion efficfency at the  high  altitude.and low Mach num- 
ber flight conditions would probably be d i f f i cu l t  with so& of the  
fuels  considered. Even so, a camparison of the various fuels on the 
8SsLm.ption of equal COnibUStiOn efficiencies is valuable &B =.index of 
the fundamental range relations aeeochted with Rzel denBity and 
conibustion efficiency  effects can be eagily accomplished inasmuch as 
aircraft range is direct ly  proportional to  combustion efficiency. 
4 
.. heating value. Any refinanent of these relations ao BB t o  include 
.. 
Although selection of the six fuels from the many which might be 
considered f o r  ram-jet application was  somewhat azbitrary, the follow- 
ing reasoning was applied.: Hydrogen was ccrplsider-ed because it offers 
a unique combination of heating value and e S i t y j  the.borohydrides 
were chosen oyer other hydrides-because of their outstanding range 
potential; boron was included becatzse of its -great range potential &B 
compared wtth o t h e r s o l i d  fuels ,  Beryllium .might merit equal consider- 
ation with boron but i t s  toxicity makes it less desirable. Llxminum . 
was taken as typical of fuels such as aluminum, w e s i u m ,  and carbon; 
MIL-F-5624A ( J p - 3 .  or. Jp-4) wa6 chosen ae .a  typical hydrocarbon fuel. 2 
. 
b 
" 
" " . .  
cu 
Results obtained for  the six fuels are presented i n  figure 3 as 
range relative t o  the range of MIL-F-56248 (JF-3 o r  JF-4) a t  70,000 fee t  
and a Mach  number  of 3.5. On the basis of range, the mst promisilig 
fuels  investigatea were the bofihydrides (diborane and pentaborane) and 
metallic boron. The range potent ia l i t ies  of these three fuels were - 
very similar] any choice between the  three would have t o  be based on 
practical  consideratLon8 such as cost and ease of application. 
- 
- 1 -  
The ful l -densi ty  and half-density curves of each of the  metallic 
fuels provide a convenient meass-of observing the effect of hprovements 
in solid fuel storage and handling techniques. A t  no point does the 
full-density curve for a particular solid fuel surpasa the half-density 
curve by m r e  than  15  percent and. at the mre pract ical  flight condftions Y 
the improvement i s  less than 8 percent. Inasmuch as considerable 
refinement i n  technique i s  necessary even t o  &eve performance halfway 
between the fulJ"dem.ity and half-density curves, l i t t l e  or no improve- 
ment is t o  be expected from this source. -This premise is a direct  
resul t  of the conclusion derived from figure 1, that  range i s  not sensi- 
t i v e   t o  hqwovements in fue l  density above densities of approximately 
100 porn& per  cubic foot. . .  
. -  
L. 
. . " 
. .  
In spi te  of i ts  high density, al- did not yield as great a range 
aa ' the hydrocarbon fuel under any condition investigated (fig . 3) . Even 
the full-density ahminum curve i s  inferior to MIL-F-5624A (JP-3 or  
JP-4) at ~ L L  points. The performance of alumimtm slurries in a hydro- 
carbon base can be approximated by Fnterpolatbg between the curves 
representing MIL-F-5624A (Jp-3 or JP-4) and full-demfty aluminum. !The 
range performance fo r  such slurr ies  ~+?I.ll f a l l  shoe of the range for  the 
hydrocarbon fuel at all conditions because of the decreased heating value 
available from such slurr ies  and the  relative unimportance of the 
increased density which they provide. The inferim performance of 
aluminum and magnesium fuels i.s limited t o  long-range operation. For 
short-range ram- j e t  engine applications,  especially  those  requiring 
high thrust  output, the aluminum and magnesium fuels may be superior. 
Boron-hydrocarbon slurries-offer  increased range as shown by in te r -  
polation between the MIL-F-5624A (JP-3 or  J p - 4 )  fuel and full-density 
t 
c 
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boron curves of figure 3. A t  70,000 fee t  and Mach  number of 3.5, an 
80 percent boron s lurry would result In a relat ive range approximately 
as great as the  pure boron fuel, provided the pure boron i s  evaluated 
at a density equal to half the sol ld  m e t a l  density. Successful appli- 
cation of an 80 percent boron s lurry is somewbat beyond present-day tech- 
niques; however, the comparison is of value in  pointing out possible - 
advantages wkich may be derived from boron slurries. 
The successful  application of l iquid hydrogen presents tremendous 
pract ical   d i f f icul t ies   ar is ing from the extremely low temperature, high 
pressure, or both necessary t o  maintain it as a liquid. In constructing 
figure 3 J no extra penalties were applied t o  l iquid hydzogen in  order 
to allow fo r   t he  w e i g h t  and bulk of equipment necessary - t o  guarantee 
safe storage of the fuel during the flight. Therefore the results 
presented i n  figure 3 are the most optimistic  possible with regard 
t o  l iquid hydrogen and the diff icul t ies   inherent   in  its use cannot be 
jus t i f ied  on the basis of range. However, it i s  hpor tan t  t o  note that 
at very high alt i tudes hydro@;& is markedly superior t o  the other fuels 
and i t s  range potential  i s  only 15 percent  less  than  the  best range pre- 
dicted  for any other  .fuel at lover Mach number and al t i tude.  If tac- 
t i c a l  considerations predicake flight at extremely high alt i tudes,   l iquid 
hydrogen must be considered as a possible  fuel. 
\ 
Maximum relative range predicted i n  figure 3 was 1.59 for  dfborane 
at an initial cruise   a l t i tude of 70,000 f ee t  and Mach number of 3.6.  
The resul ts  show a relat ive range of 1.51 f o r  pentaborane at these 
conditions. 
An analysis was  presented of the  effect  of f u e l  density and heat- 
ing value on the cruising range of a ram-jet airplane  suitable f o r  q p l i -  
cation t o  long-range supersonic missiles. The analysis w&8 based on an 
airplane initial gross weight of 150,000 pounds and a pay-load and 
controls w e i g h t  of 10,000 pounds. Only a sol id  body fuselage and 
externally mounted engines w e r e  considered. The following conclusioIis 
w e r e  drawn from the analysis : 
1. Use of fuel densities lower than 30 pounds per cubic foot  will . 
probably reduce d r c r a f t  range because of the very rapid  deterioration 
of range with decreasing density below this value. Also , f u e l  densities 
larger  than 100 polinds per cubic foot are not  desirable because of the 
slow increase In raage with increasing densities above this  value.  -Fuel 
dezlbities i n  the range of 35 to 60 pounds per cubic foot appear best f o r  
long range  missions. 
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2. For a given heat- value, s i rc raf t  range is most sensitive t o  
changes ih fuel  density  at  low altitudes and high Mach numbers. 
t 
3. The fuels  investigated -which appear to   o f fe r   -pea tes t  advant8ges 
. .  
of range. we the. boroh3lCfrides (diborane and pentaborane) and metallic 
boron. The range potentiali t ies of these three fuels were shown t o  be 
very Simila;rj  any choice between the three would have to be  based on iu 
practical considerations such as  cost and ease of  application. 
4. The range potent ia l i t ies  of boron-hydrocarbon slurries =e con- 
siderably above the  potent ia l i t ies  of pure hydrocarbon and m y  approach 
the  practical rmge potential of metallic boron (evaluated a t  50 percent 
of so l id  met& density). .. .  
. " 
5. In spi te  of i ts  -high density, ahmirum did not yfeld as great 
range &8 the hydrocarbon fue l  a M  the range potent ia l i t ies  of aluminum 
slurr ies  i n  a hydrocarbon base are infer ior   to  pure hydrocarbon at dl 
conditions investigated.. . ." 
6. The pract ical   d i f f icut ies   associated with the use of =quid 
hydrogen cannot be just i f ied on a range basis, but- if tactical consider- 
ations  predicate fU&t at extremely high Eqltitude, l iquid hydrogen must 
be considered as a possible  fuel. 
" 
6. 
. -: . 
7.  Maximum range predicted  by  the  analysis  occurred at an initial 
cruising altitude of 70,000 fee t  and a Mach number of 3.6. A t  these 
conditions, the range of diborane relative to the hydrocarbon fue l  was 
1.59 and the  relative range of pentaborane was 1.51. 
Lewis Flight  Propulsion  Laboratory - 
Cleveland, Ohio 
National  Advisory Committee for  Aeronautics 
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The following synibols are used i n  th i s  report: 
frontal area, sq f t  
combustion-chder .area, sq ft . 
speed of sound, ft/sec 
fuel heat-  value t i a e s  codustion  efficiency 
skin f r i c t ion  drag coefficient  based on wetted area 
wave drag coefficient  based on frontal  area 
17 
drag of a i rc raf t  component divided by a i rc raf t  gross w e i g h t  
diameter 
net t h rus t  minus drag of a l l  engines divided by a i rc raf t .  gross 
weight 
fineness  ratio 
mechanical. equivalent of heat, 778 f t - lb/gtu 
cons t'ant 
Mach number 
engine specific heat consumption,. Btu/sec/lb thrust &us di.ag 
s t a t i c  pressure, lb/sq f t  
incomgressible dynamic head, 5 p$, lb/sq ft 
a i rc raf t  range 
Reynolds nuniber 
. .  . .  
wing area, sq f t  . .  . - - -  " 
wetted  area, sq f t  .. " 
- 
engine specific weight, lb englnelib thrust minus drag 
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aircraft  initial gross weight, lb 
comd,jnate system for definit ion of f-e shape w d  nacelle 
shell shape ' . .  . .  
wing m e .  of attack, radians . 
r a t i o  of specific heats for air 
l=@Jh . .  . .  
engine total   . temperatwe. ratis ' 
density, lb/cu f't 
.. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . -. ..... -. . . . .  I -  
. ~. I"  
Subscripts : 
0 
d 
e 
e i  
f 
H 
n 
P 
S 
t 
W 
ambient free-stream  conditions . .  
diffuser . . . "   - .  , .I . . -. . . "i. "....~- . . .  . 
engine 
engine inner shell  
fuel 
class  I H a c k  body 
nacelle . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - .. -. ..... - - .... - . - . . .  -. . . . . . . . .  
pay-load and controls 
f uselsge - . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
ogive ' . . . . . . .  " 
wing and t a i l  . . .. 
. .  
..".. . -  
. . . .  
. " 
..... . 
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APIPEM)M B 
COMPoNEmT aWODymAMICS 
TO f a c i l i t a t e  the anays i s J  the aircraft was divided into three . 
principle components and the aerodynamics.of each component were analyzed 
separately.  Consistent (as possible) assumptions were applied. The 
design-point perfonpance of the-cmple te  aircraft was then assumed equal 
w w 
tp 
Po t o  the sLLm of the design-point p e r f o m c e s  of i t s  compnent parts.' 
I n  genera,  aerodynamic forces w e r e  obtained fr& .the literature , 
based on three-dimensional  linearized  theory  originally developed i n  
reference 8. 
External skin f r i c t ion  drag wss calculated according t o   t h e  follow- 
ing equation: 
Equation (€31) w a s  obtained by use of the  f la t -plate  formula of 
reference 9 i n  which the temperature of the boundary-layer air  is assumed 
t o  be the arithmetic mean of wall- a d  free-stream tempqature. Reynolds 
number in equation (Bl) is  based on free-stream cond€tions. In agplying 
the f la t -plate  formula of reference 9, the K appearing i n  equation (Bl) 
was added to  account for  the effect of body geometry on skin-drag 
coefficient. In the present analysis, K w a s  taken as 1.03 f o r  the wing 
and 1.05 for   the nacelle and Rzselage. \ 
Wing as& Tail  
In order to  include the tkil calculations with the wing calculations, 
it was aasumed that t a i l  performance w&8 a direct function of wing 
performance.. No. horizontal tail was assumed; the airplane center of 
gravity was assumed t o  be fixed d u r i n g  flight, and v e r t f a  tau drag w a s  
assumed equal. t o  1Q percent of wing z'ero-lift drag. 
Geometry. - For m a x i m u m  f lexihll i ty,   variable wing geometry could be 
assumed and securing the most advantageous wing a t  each condition could 
geometry. No attempt was made- t o  b this i n  the present analyeis but 
somewhat the same effect  was achieved i n  a s k p l e r  manner by keeping wing  
geometry fixed and adjusting wing weight and wing efficiency through angle 
s. 3e accomplished by adjusting wing e i g h t  .and wing efficiency through uing 
* 
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of attack so as t o  achieve maxim range. The fol loang f ixed wing 
' geometry was assumed: 
. . . .  Plan form . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  - . - b triangular . " . . . . .  
Section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  biconvex 
Thickness ratio, percent . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. Aspect rat-o- ..... ....... . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 ..._. .............. "..*.3_ 1 "L 
Maximum thickness  -point,  percent. of chord .. ..!.. ....................... 50. - - . 
Lift .and drag. - The pressure drag of a biconvex a i r f o i l  at super-  
sonic  velocities i s  not  ewily.obtained  by three-dimensional l inemized 
theory. Therefore, it was assumed that the pressure drag of the 
%percent thick biconvex section was equal t o  1.3 times the preseure 
drag of a.%-percent thick double-wedge section. 
reference 10. 
1 
1 
Pressure drag6 f o r  the double-wedge section were obtained from 
. . . . .  . .  - 
The pressure drags of wings- of tlie type used herein, cagulated by a - .  
rational but lengthy method are' presented i n  reference 11, which was pub- 
lished after. crmq?lekion of the present analysis. A comparison of the 
pressure d r a g s  calculated  in the present analysis with the data of ref- 
erence 11 reveals differences of less than 6 percent i n  a l l  cases. 
Skin f r ic t ion  drag was calculated by use of equation (Bl) with K 
equal to 1.03 and Reynolds number based on the mean geometric chord. 
wing lift was obtained from reference 12. No leading-edge suction 
was assumed. 
Engine External Flow 
Geometry. - The geometry of the power ducts i s  shown i n  figure 4. 
This geometry was assumed throu-&out the dpi6 &cept-for the cletailed 
study at  one flight condition of. the* effects of. combuation c h b e r  
length-diameter ra t io .  
A s  shown i n  figure 4, an o v e r - a l l  engine length of 9 combustion-chamber 
diameters waa assumed. The diffuser aectian W ~ E  4, the combustion 
chamber 3, and the nozzle sectzon 2 diameters long. The ent i re  engine. . 
duct was surrounded by a.nacelle shell. For the boattailed nacelle 
(necessary a t  low fl igh t  Mach nupiber and small heat addition), a nacelle 
L 
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she l l  diameter 1 . 2  t h e e  the 
nacelle  shell  a s .  assumed- to 
ogives of equd length, each 
body. This body, originally 
combustion-chamber  dFameter was aesumed. The 
be composed of .two open-nosed tangent 
consisting of a segment of a Haack class I 
proposed by H a c k  (reference 13), develops 
minimum pressure drag f o r  a given enclosed volume and a given fineness 
r a t io .  The equation of the silhouette of such a body, derived from 
reference 3, is: 
As f l i gh t  MELch number or engine heat addition is increased, less boat- 
t a i l i ng  i s  necessary and'when the engine outlet  diameter reaches 1.2 t&s 
combustion-chamber diameter, the nacelle downstream ogive becomes a 
cylinder and the  shel l  may be described as a flared nacelle. For still 
larger   out le t  diameters, the length of the cyiindrical section i s  reduced 
so that  the diameter of the nacelle upstream ogive a t  the midpoint of the 
nacelle i s  always a t  least 1.2 times the cdustion-chamber diameter. 
c 
For highly flared nacelles  (necessary a t  bigh f l i g h t  Mach nwibers 
and large'heat addition), the length of the cylindrical section diminishes - to zero so that the nacelle she l l  consists of a single open-nosed tangent 
ogive  consisting of a segment of  the body defined by equation (32). 
Drag. - The nacelle pllessure +ag m s  d c u l a t e d  by considering each 
I_ 
tangent ogive sepaxately. It was assumed that the pressure drag of any 
of the open-nosed ogives was equal to one-half the pressure drag of the.  
Haack body of which it was a segment multiplietl by 1 minus the   ra t io  of 
ogive minlmunl area to ogive maximum area. This assumption i m p l i e s  
that pressure drag is proportional to net fhmtal area and ogive Pressme 
drag i s  the same, regmdless of  ether the agive i@ pointed upstream 
or downstream. These assumptions are similar t o  those employed Ln 
references 1 and 14. Recent experimental results indicate that W s  
meehod of estimating  nacelle  pressure d r a g  may lead t+ appreciable errors, 
especially f o r  boat€dled nacelles. However, the method Fs simple and 
readily  applied asd nacelle  drag is a- smal l  f ract ion of t o t a l  airplane 
drag i n  most cases. For instance, the analytical results showed that at 
&n a l t i t u d e  of 70,000 feet and a Mach number of 3.5 and f o r  a fuel density 
of 50 pounds per cubic foot the nacelle prelseure drag is-only 2.0 percent of 
total  airplane dragj aircraft  range would-be extremely insensitive to 
changes in nacelle pressure drag.in this case. The optimum engine temper- 
ature ratio f o r  m e x i m u m  r-e, which depends on the relation between 
engine  weight  engine t h r u s t  minus drag, would be somewhat  more 
sensitive t o  changes in nacelle pressure drag. 
. .  
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The. pressure drag Coefficient of a complete closed body of the  
.. 
" . 
s -  
assumed shape, from reference 3 is: 
It.was assumed that this equation &scribed the pressure drag a t  a flight 
Mach  nuniber of 1.5. A t  higher f l i g h t  Mach nuaibers, the pressure drag 
coefficient was empirically de-eaed by applying the data of reference 15 - ...'.=A- 
as suggested. i n  reference 1. - The cone prsa8ure drag data of. reference. 15 . .. "-2 
was plotted against cone angle and flight Mach nknber. The variation 
of pressure d r a g r i t h  Mach number was then obtained by defining an 
equivalent cone as that cone- whose presswe drag a t  Mach number I .5 
according to  reference 15 was .equal t o  one-half the pressure drag 
described by equation (B3). It. was then assumed that the pressure drag . -I.- 
of the body under. consideration: varied wlth kc& number In  exactly the 
same manner as described i n  reference 15 for  the equivalent cone just 
described . 
f =I 
II) 
c 
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Because the analysis.was &onfined t o  design-point conditio-, no 
additive drag or .base drag was gssumed for -$he aacelle. The effect  of 
lip angle on naceUe..preseure. wag wa.s ne@;1e-ctea-%ec-&s-e the assumed 
schedule of diffuser .pressure  ratios-could probably be realized by 
low-lip-angle in le t  gecmetries imd because the assinn& nacelle shel l .  
ogive could tolerate some lip angle *thout &lt&in@;.external nacelle 
geometry. 
." : -3 . -  . " 
: . 
.. . . "- . -E& . ." 
. . j. " 
.. 
" 
.. 
nacelle sk in  friction drag:uas calculated according t o  equation (Bl) 
with R equal. t o  1.05 ana. Reynolds number based on the nacelle length. 
Except far the detailed study a t  the  specffic flight condition of the 
effect of engine.size, a single engine s ize-of  conibustion-chamber CTOSB- 
section area of 10 square feet was assumed throughout t h e  anaLysis. 
." ~ ~ 
-. "., 
. " 
.. "" 
The skin area of an open-nosed tangent-ogive of the-type defined by . .  
equation (B2) can be"obt&ned by  integration-qf a shple binomial 
expansion. The result is : . .  
- ._ 
. .  
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Ergine Internal Flow 
The engine thrust was calculated by use of one-dimensional flow 
theory. The working medium wxs assumed t o  be alr throughout the cycle . 
and thermodynamic data were obtained from reference 2, which includes 
the effects of temperature on the properties of air of fixed composition, 
but does not include the effects of dissociation. An inconsequential - 
error  is introduced i n  the cases in which the aircraft climbs above the 
calculated on the assumption that ambient temperature was equal t o  the 
temperature of the isothermal atmospheYe. Above the.isother& 
atmosphere, ambient temperatures would be slightly higher so that the 
thermodynamic properties of air obtalned from refeirehce 2 would be i n  
error inasmuch as these properties change.slfghtly with temperature. 
S I  upper Umtt df the isothermal atmbsphere, because the engine cycle was 
A 
J4 
P 
Diffuser. - A spike-type multiple-shock Wfuser was.assumed. Except ' 
for  the investigation of the effect of diffuser recovery a t  one flight 
condition, a single- schedule of diffuser performance was used throughout 
the analysis. Diffuser total-pressure ratios a t  the various M a c h  numbers 
are  tabulated as follows : 
Mach number Diffuser total -  
% pressure r a t i o  
1.5 
2 .o - 2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
0.950 
.930 
.815 
.670 
.500 
.315 
Dfffuser-outlet.Mach number was taken & 0.2 f o r  al fright Mach 
nunibers where a combustion chamber area larger than d i f f u s e  capture area 
would result. Using the assumed schedule af diffuser recoveries resulted 
in a diffuser-outlet Mach nuniber of 0.2 a t  a l l  flight Mach numbers below 
3.08. A t  higher flight Mach  nuniberb, the diffuser-outlet Mach  nuniber was 
adjusted so that diffuser  outlet  area was exactly equal t o  diffuser 
capture area. Using the assumed schedule of diffuser recoveries resulted 
in   a i f fuser-out le t  Mach numbers of 0.1736 and 0.1746'for flight,Mach 
numbers of 3.5 an& 4 .  0, respectively. 
To check the val idi ty  of the r a t i o  of diffuser length  to  outlet  
diameter of 4 assumed throughout..the asalysis, the equivalent included 
conical expansion angle .of the subso~~Lc internal-flow passage w?a cal- 
culated  for. a J l  Mach numbers. .. For typical- inlets capable of achieving 
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the assumed recoveries, the equivalent included conical expansion angle n 
of the internal flow passage Vas between 5 . 6 O  and 6.1° in all cases, . .- 
which jus t i f ies  the  assumed diffuser fineness ratio. 
. .  
" "- 
Conibustion chamber. - The combustion-chamber.inlet Mach nuniber was 
assumed equal to diffuser-outl8.t Mach number. A constant-area burner 
was assumed and total-pressure loas due.to f r ic t ion  was assumed equal t o  
twice the burner inlet incompressible d y n d c  pressure. Burner momentum c: 
pressure l o s s  w a s  obtained from reference 16  on the assumption that  all 
Friction losses precetled the heat addltion. 
w 
P 
Nozzle-. - Complete expansion t o  atmospherfc pressure through a ,.. 
convergent-divergent nozzle w a s  assumed in -dl cases. The polytropic 
efficiency of the exhaust nozzle w a s  ta.ken.as 95 percent, where poly- 
tropic  efficiency i s  defined a& 
, . . . - .  - 
log of nozzle  temperature ra t io  + 
log of nozzle pressure  ratio ." 
Fuselage ". 
Geometry. 
e q u a t m .  
for pay load, 
- The fuselage was a closed  Hack body described- by c 
A volume  of 450 cubic feet ' ~ & s  allowed inside the fuselage . .- 
controls, and unusable  space. The remaining fuselage " 
vol&e-was &sumed t o  be entirrely f llled with f'uel. The maximum cross-  
sectional area of the fuselage' As was obtained using the following 
equation, derived from reference 3: 
.~ 
. .  
. " 
The fuselage skin area ss can be obtained from equation (B4) by 
considering the fuselage made up af.two.identicQ closed tangent ogives. -. 
The result .is.: -... . - .  
"1 
. .. . . . . . . . . . -. -_ - " -. - - ." . . - -. . - . . . . . "" 
. ". 
sS = 2.878 fs& 
Drag. - The .fuselage. pressure -drag ms calculated from equation (B3) 
at a flfght Mach ndber  of 1.5 :and c o r r e c t i a n , f ~ : _ t b ~ " ~ - f e c t  of Mach 
number w a s  made as described previously. Skin f r ic t ion  drag was obtained 
from equation (B1) for a value .'of K" of I. 05 hi3 - a  Reyiiolds n W e r  based 
on fuselage length. Fuselage angle of.attackwas assumed t o  be zero,.- 
resulting i n  zero fuselage lifk. 
. . "~ 
. . ." . 
. . .." 
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A P m M  c 
The analysis calls for e5rpression.s describing the.variation of each 
component-weight with size, geometry, and loading. Accurate determi- 
nation of these-expressions could only result-from a detailed design 
study and even: then the expressions would depend t o  some extent on the  
analysis. - Furthermore, -accuracy of this order is not  required  herein 
because the main purpose o f  the  w e i g h t  expressions is to   e f f ec t  a 
compromise with the aerodynamic a s sm~t ions   so  as to achieve balanced 
results. 
eo ingenuity of the designer. Such a-s tudy i s  beyond the scope of this 
w 
(rr 
Ip 
. .  
For example, .figure 5 shows wing drag-lif t   ratio  plotted  agai&t 
wing weight for  one flight condition. The.wing weight values axe 
approximate, because they me not based on actual  design data. If the 
drag-lift r a t i o  values are correct, some e r r o r s   i n  wing weight could be 
par t ly  compensated for by aerodynamic considerations. If the w e i g h t s  
assumed were . a I L  too low- and the  correct  curves l i e  to the   r igh t  of those 
i l lustrated,  applying these correct curves t o  the opt:jmization portion 
of the analysis would-result i n  a higher Qptbum &e of attack than 
would be found f o r  the present curves and would r e s u l t  in a somewhat 
larger  drag-l i f t - ra t io .  Thus the optimization would mitigate the effects 
of the change - in  wing weight by reducing the wing lift-drag r a t i o  some- 
w h a t .  "he advan€age of this procedure lies fn the  fac t  that e r ro r s  i n  
the weight assumptions me absorbed to  some extent in the aerodynamic 
analysis, so that the i r  effects on the f ina l - r e su l t s  are not as drastic 
as they would be i f  fixed angle of attsck were assumed. For the present 
analysis, the w e i g h t  assumptions can be rather general i n  fiature without 
greatly  -affecting the significance  of the results. 
The form of each w e i g h t  expreseion w a s  derived by elementary dimen- 
sional considerations. The constants in the expression were then evalu- 
ated by applying tkie-equat5on to  a particular component configuration 
whose w e i g h t  was known or  assumed. Materials and design were assumed 
adequate so that . the structures could function i n  the ksumed envfronment 
up t o  f l i g h t  Mach nunibers. of 4.0 without. loss  of strength due . t o  aer.0- 
dynamic heatin@;; therefore, no temperature corrections w e r e  Included i n  
the weight equations. 
Wing and T a i l  
Conventional semimonocoque construction was assumed f o r  wing and 
t a i l  and the weight was divided in to  two categories-j skin and skin 
stiffening  Wight, and weight of.  m a t e r i a l  necessary to  resist bending. 
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This elementary weight breakdown .is for, analytf-cal purposes only, and 
does not imply that i n  practice  .the skin c m t  r e s i s t  bending o r  that 
the  spars 'cannot help .stiffen t h e .  skin.. . .Therefore, .the asswgtion of . .- . . . .  
an effective skin thickness does.not imply that the skin must be this 
same thickness at all points, but is meant t o  account fo r  that part of 
the wing weight which i s  necessary  to  provide a stiff w h g  .covering 
capable of trapsmftting the aerodynamic loads to  the bending and shear 
members. Elastic characterist ics were not analyzed, but the weights and 
geometry are conservative enough so that stiff wings should be possible 
i n  all cases. All material was assumed to be  stainless steel having a . t o  
density of 490 pounds per cubic foot. No hor izonta l  t a i l  w a s  included 
and if  ver t ica l  tail area is assumed proportional. t o  w i n g  mea, the 
weight of the ver t ical  tail can be  included i n  the wing skin weight term. . . .  
. .  
.-  
.. ". . 
. ." 
. - .  
8 
n! . .~ .. "
- 
Minimm allowable- effect ive-skin gage w - a ~  taken as 0.015 inch f o r  a 
wing loading of zero and Was assuined to be a line&' function of wfng 
loading increasingto 0.065 inch at a-wing loading of 150 pounds per 
square foot. T h i s  skin wetght w w  assumed to.. include all- necessary shin 
stiffening members. For fixed wing geometry, .dimens_lonal analysis 
demonstrates that the weight necessary t o  resist bending is proportional 
t o  the square.  root of wing mea: Adding skin and.bending weights together . . & .  
gives : "- - 
" - . " 
. .  
" 
. .  
. .  
To evaluate K, the following specific wing m8 assumed and substituted 
into equation ( CI) : 
Gross weight, W, l b  l00,OOO 
Wing loafing, W/S, lb/sq f t  . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . .  150 . 
Aspect r a t i o  3.0 
1 Thickness ratio,  percent . . . . . . . . . . . .  .: . . . . . . . . .  . " 
Normal l o a d  fac tor  . . . . .  - . -. . . . . . . . . . .  -. . :- . . . .  2 .O 
Wing weight, wwW, lb 8,810 
- I  . ,  , .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
" - " - 
. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ww = lm2' 4- 0.0271 + 0.002048 f i  
The results of the w i n g  analysis are typified by figure 5, which 
i l l u s t r a t e s  -wing perfarmance at an a l t i tude  of 70,000 f e e t  and Mach 
. .  - 
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number of 3.5 f o r  an initial gross w e i g h t  of 150,000 pounds. W i n g  
performance at angle of attack for m i n i m u m  wing .drag-lift r a t i o  i s  l i s t e d  
in   t ab le  11. 
Engine 
Engine weight was considered in three parts: (1) diffuser and ' 
associated weight, (2) combustion chamber and nozzle, and (3) outer  shel l .  
The ent i re  engine was assumed t o  consist of s ta in less   s tee l  having a N cI.r w 
IP density of 490 pun&.  per  cubic  foot. 
The inner shell (pazts (1) and (2)) was designed t o  withstand 811 
internal pressure of 93.4 pounds per s q w e  inch- gage. . This pressure i s  
equivalent to a flight Mach"number of 2.0 a t  sea level (for a diffuser 
total-pressure ratio of  0.94) o r  a f l i gh t  Mach number of 3.0 at  - 
30,000 feet ( fo r  a diffuser total-pressure r a t i o  of -0.67). T.he former 
dondition might represent a homing dive under power and the latter i s  a 
typical climbing-condition. In  either case, the hoop stresses in  the  
inner shell would be more severe  for these conditions than for most 
cruise operations; therefore the i~er shell was designed fo r  93.4 powds 
per square inch gage, internal pressure. The nacelle outer shell thick- 
ness waa taken as independent of s ize  or  pressure and constant w a l l  
thickness along the length of each engine component was assumed. 
The assumptions necessaxy t o  develop the weight equation are 
sumarized below: 
Internal pressure, lb/sq in .  gage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  93.4 
D i f f u s e r  d o w a b l e  -stress, lb/sq b. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  100,OOO 
Diffuser island, frme and flame holder weight, 
percent of diffuser  shell  weight . .: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 200 
CoIlibustor.  and nozzle allowable stress, Ib/sq in. . . . . . . .  50,000 
Nacelle  outer shel l  effective  gage,.in. . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.020 
. "  
Although the allowable stresses for the d i f f u s e r  and combustor may 
have t o  be reduced for  operation at  high Mach numbers and associated 
hi@ stagnation.t.em*ratures, the al t i tude  for  most cruise operation a t  
these high Mach numbers wo$d be suff ic ient ly  high so that internal 
pressure would be muck less than the design pressure of 93.4 pounds per 
square inch. 
Application of these assumptions t o  the engtne geometry i l lus t ra ted  
i n  figure 4 resul ts  in the final engine-weight equation: 
28 -" 
r 
e@ne weight = 490 0.002802 sa.' r,/w i 0 -001868 (sei-sd) + L 
0.00167 6n I (c3)  
Application of the assumptions lfsted previously t o  an engine s ize  of 
combustion7chmber area of 10 sq-e fee t  will resiLtt i n  a diffuser skin prl 
thickness of Q..U20 inch, and a combustion-chember and nozzle thickness 
of 0.040 inch. Each of these gages i s  probably ne= the practical  mini- 
rmm. Decreasing engine s ize  below 10 s'quare feet  combustion-chamber =.ea 
therefore yields no.&crease i n  engine specific weight because both engine 
weight and thrust decrease directly with combustion-chmiber area for  the 
fixed engine geometry i l lustrated i n  figure 4.  Increasing engine s i z e  
above 10 square fe,et -combustion-chamber area will result i n   l m g e r  
specific w e i g h t s  because .thrust tncreases dixectly with wmbustion-chaber. .... -.-_ 
area whereas a portion of the engine-weight kncreases with combustion- 
chamber area raised to the 3/2 power. Therefore, ag engine s ize  of 
10 square f ee t  combustion-chamber area ap-pears t o  be near the  largest  
size possible for miliimum specific engine weight and. for  this reason, 
t h i s  engine s ize  was assumed throughout. the  analysis. " 
- 8  .. 
co 
- . "  
. - .  
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The results af- the-engine analysis are typified by figure 6 ,  which 
i l lus t ra tes  engine performance a t  an a l t i t ude  of  70,000 f ee t  and Mach 
number of 9.5. Engine characteristics a t  the total-.temperature r a t lo  
for  m i n i m m k  speicific  heat consumption are l i s t e d  i n  table III. 
. ". 
" . 
For consistency, fuselage Eight assumptions were patterned after 
w i n g  weight assumptions. wherever possible. . ,Conyeqtional .sanimonocoque . . .  
construction was. assumed, and the.fuselage btructural weight was broken 
down in to  three categories: (1) .skin and akin stiffening weight, 
( 2 )  fue l   . ce l l  weight, and (3) weight of material necessazy t o   r e s i s t  
normal bending loads. As i n  the wlng weight analysis, this  arbi t rary 
weight breakdown does not imply that in practice e.ach.structural component 
would serve -on l y  the function assigned t o  it.;..The breakdown i s  assumed. 
so t h a t  variations  in  fuselage  structural weight with fuselage.geometry 
and fuselage loading .Fan 66.. included i n  the analysis. Fuselage material 
was assumed to  be s ta inless   s teel  having- a-denslty of 490 pounds pe'r 
cubfc foot. . 
- 1  
. 
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A rigid  fuselage is desirable,  especially  for  the  boosting  phase 
of  the  flight. If the  fuselage  is-subjected  to a 5G g r o s s  axial  acceler- 
ation wing boost,  hoop  stresses  axe  introduced in the  fuselage  she= 
because  of  the  pressure  of  the full fuel load  being  accelerated  within 
the  fuselage. Phe-fus-Sl+ge skin  structure  might  be  effective in-with- 
standing  st  least  part  of  these  hoop  stresses  as w e l l  as  the  column 
forces  due to the axial acceleration. A 1/16-inch  equivalent  fuselage 
skin  gage  should be adequate in most  cases  and  this  gage was assumed 
through the  analysis,  thus 
fuselage skin and SkFn stiffening  weight = 2.552 ss (C4) 
Because  the  fuselage  is  assumed  to  be  almost  entirely  filled  with 
fuel, f u d  cell  weight was considered to vary directly  with  fuselage 
sk in  area. Also, because  the  fuel  cells mu t seal against  the high 
pressures  induced in the  fuel as a result of the axial acceleration 
experienced  during  boost,  the fu l cell  weight was made proportional to 
this  induced  pressure. If the  fuselage is considered  a8 a single fuel 
tank, the  pressure  at  the  bottom  of  the tank during mal acceleration 
is  proportional  to-  fuselage  length  times  fuel  density. Thus * 
fuel cell  weight 0~ fuselage length (pfss) 
fuel cell. weight E f gwfW 
" 
The  weight  of  the  stringers  necessary,to  resist  bending  forces f r o m  
simple  dimensional  analysis : 
stringer weight ~ ~ W ( f , ) ~ / ~ ( s ~ ) ~ ~ ~  
Total. fuselage  weight was expressed  by adaing skin, fuel  cell,  and 
stringer weights  together  and  evaluating  the  constants  for a particular 
condition.  The  fuselage f o r  which  the  constants  were  evaluated was 
assumed to have  the followtng characteristics: 
Fuel  weight, wfW, Ib . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  60,000 
Fuselage.fineness-ratio, f, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 
Fuel  density, pf, lb/cu ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  45 
Volume, Vs, cu ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6oJooo + 450 , 
Fuel  cell  weight, lb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6000 
Normal load factor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.0 
Axial load  factor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.0 
Structural  weight, wsW, lb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12,000 
- 45 - 
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The result of the fuselage calculatibim are kypified by figure 7, 
which illustratee the fuselage.performance at 70,000 feet altitude and 
Mach m e r  3.5 for a denSity of SO pourids per cubic foot, arid a 
fuel w e i g h t  to gross weight ratio of.0.65. 
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OPTIMIZATION 
At  each  flight  condition  and fbel density  investigated,  the wing 
angle of attack, I engine  total-temperature  ratio,  and fuselee fineness 
ratio  were  optimized with-respect to range. 
Derivation  of  equations. - The airplane  is  assumed  to  be in quzli- 
brim flight  with the engines operating- at their design  point. Thus 
The m o s s  weight  is  assumed to be  made up.only of fuel  weight, 
fuselage  structure,veight,  engine  weight, wipg weight, and pay-load  and 
controls weight.  No-horizontal  tail was assumed and the  weight of the 
vertical tail is  included i n  wing weight.  Thus 
1 = Wf + wS + U(% + Ds) + wW + wP 
If the  Breguet  range  equation s used,  the  dimensionless  ratio R/B can 
be  expressed: 
C O n i b i n i n g  (D2) and (D3) gives 
r 1 
In order to maximize R/B. with respect to the three  independent 
variables a, T, and f s, three simultaneous equations nust  be  satfsfied 
to  establish  necessary  condttions : 
. ." 
.. 
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w= 0 
Sufficient mndltians me assumed to be adequately demonstrated by the 
curves of figures 5 t o  7, which are typical of those used i n  the 
Optimization procedure. Sufficiency is  further demonstrated by 
figures 2 (e ) . t o  (g). Equation (D4) i s  used and equation (E) becomes: 
Total derivatives. are permissible on the r ight  side of the equatipn 
because ..I& and ww are  not functions of 7 or f B .  D i v i d i n g  by 
aw, and. simplifying give: 
dcL 
Equation (D4) i s  used t o .  give equation .(PI;) in -Wle form: 
. .. . 
2: cr. 
rp 
.. 
I". 
.. 
. " 
5u 
Total derivatives are permissible on the right side of the equation 
because U and N' are not  functions of or f,. Dividing by 
du and gimplifying and substituting fo r  
d% N' m' i t s  equivalent,  d(loge W'> 
yield 
Through the use of equation (m), equation (D7> becomes: 
Total derivatives are permissible on the right side of the equation 
because D, and ws are not functions of a ' or  2. Dividing by 
simplifying give 
Multiplying by 
- -1 
1$/q0 t o   o b t e  a more convenient form gives 
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Combining  equations (nS), (D9), . i % n i i  (D10) regults in 
1 
w N w 
In order  to  apply  equations (XI), (B), and (DlO), the  relations 
between  wetght and efficiency fo r  the wing, engine, and fuselage must-be 
described.  The  -methods  used  to  :-obtain  these raation  are  outlined in 
appendixes B and C and. the  results are typified by figures. 5 to 7. For 
this p+se of the  calculation,  the  fuselage  data,  such  as  that  shown in
figure 7, were  calculated for a constant  value  of skin fYiction  drag 
coefficient $,s of 0.0015. Therefore,  the opthdzation phase of the 
analysis  disregarded  the  effect.of Reynolb numb& on fuselage skin drag. 
The  effect  of  Mach  number on nacelle and fuselage  pressure drag w&8 aJ.30 
disregarded for  this  phase  and  equation (B3) w a s  used t o  describe  the 
pressure drag of nacelle and fuselage bodies for-all Mach  nuribers: M%er 
the  optimum  values of a, T, asd f, were  obtained  by  use of a fuselage 
skin drag  coefficient of 0.0015 -and  equation (B3) for  all  Mach  numbers, 
the  final  range parmeter R/B was determined.  The more pxact  value of 
fuselage  skin  friction  drag  coefficient.calculated  according to - 
equation (Bl) and the  variation of body  pressure  drag wlth Mach nuuiber 
described in  appendix B were  used  in the  determination of R/B. 
-. . 
Solution of equations. - The' solution o f .  .the .anglysis for  any one. . - -  
set of conditions  (one  fuel  density, Mach number,  and  altitude)  consisted 
of satisfying  the  foUr  equations (DZ), (N), (B), and (D10) with  the 
four variables wf, a, z, and f& i d t h  use of plot's  lFke  those  illus- 
trated  in  figures 5 to 7. The cmrecf wing, engine,  and  fuselage 
performance  at  these optlam conditions was then  obtained and this 
performance  substituted in equation (D3) to  obtain  the  range  para- 
meter R/B. 
- .  
P 
".  -. 
--, , 
The most convenient  method  of solving the four simultaneous  equations 
w&8 as follows: ApproxiIpate  values of a, wf, and z were  chosen. From 
a plot such as figure 5, d ~ ,  was measured  at  the  value  of ww corre6- 
pondfng to  the  assumed .a. ..With.equation (Dll), 
and an ElpproxFmate fe m e  obtained.by using thie slope in a curve such 
a8 figure 7. . Values of DW; ww, T, D,, . a n d  we coxreaponding to the approx- 
~mste 0;) 7 ,  and f, were used and a new xf was obtained from equation (DZ) 
dDw 
d(ls g) 
d% 
wa8 calculated 
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A new z was obtained from equation (D9) and a plot such as figure 63 
a new a was obtained from equation (D8) and a plot l ike figure 5. If 
the new values  differed  substantially from the values originally assumed, 
the process was repeated with the new values. After accumulating a l i t t l e  
experience in making the  .original approximations, it m a  seldom neceseary 
t o  repeat  the  process more thEln-once. me values of a, 7, f, and wf 
obtained from th i s  process were used t o  recalculate fuel weight wf fram 
equation (D2)  with the more exact value of fuselage slrin f r i c t ion  drag 
coefficient supplied by equation (Bl) and the more exact  variation of 
body pressure drag with Mach  number as described in appendix B. The 
result was compared with the fuel weight obtainet.&reviously, and if 
necessary, this calculation was repeated with the corrected value of 
fuel w e i g h t ,  but t h i s  was necessary only  in a f e w  cases. 
Numerical accuracy. - In general,. the numerical accuracy of the 
calculations was held t o  three significant figures, but the use of  plots 
fo r   so  large a portion of the calcylations jeopardized this accuracy 
somewhat. The f i n a l  values of range are probably wfthfn 3 percent , but 
the optimum values of a, '7, and f, l i s t e d  i n  table I may be off as 
much as 10 percent in some cases. - 
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TABLE I1 - WING WEIGHT FOR "UM WING DRAGLIFT 
FATIO. INITIAL GROSS WEIGHT, 150,000 FCUNDS.' 
35,332 
35,332 
35,332 
35,332 
35,332 
35  332 
50 000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,000 
50,,000 
50,000 
70  000 
70 000 
.70,000 
70,000 
70 000 
70,000 
100 J 000. 
100,000 
100,000 
loo, 000 
Mach 
luniber 
Mo 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
1.5 
2 .o 
2.5 
3 .O 
3.5 
4.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
Angle of 
attack fo r  
m i n i m  wing 
drag-lift r a t i c  
(radians ) 
0 -0596 
.O613 
.0626 
' .0637 
.0645 
.0647 
.0602 
.0621 
.0635 
.0647 
.0656 
.0659 
.06U 
.0631 
.0648 
.0660 
.0668 
.0672 
.0668 
.E82 e 
.0691 
.0695 
Min-f.mnm 
wing 
bag-lif I 
r a t io  
0.1191 
.1225 
.1252 
.12 76 
.129 0 
.1294 
.1204 
.X241 
.12 70 
.129 7 
.13U 
.1318 
.12  21 
.1296 
.132 0 
.x35 
.1347 
.1335 
.1364 
.1382 
.1390 
.I262 
W i n g  w e i g h t  
t o  initiRl 
gross w e i g h t  
r a t i o  
wW 
0 .loo1 
.b03 
.owl 
.0791 
.0750 
.0718 
.1350 
.1199 . no4 
.1028 
.0967 
.0920 
.2152 
.1875 
.1701 
.1560 
.1454 
.1369 
.3694 
,3325 
.3040 
.2823 
v 
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TABLE 111 - ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS AT TEME3RATuRE RATIO FOR MLNIKUM S P E C I F I C  C 
, r r ; -  
Altitude Mach 
35,332 
35,332 
35,332 
35 I 332 
35,332 
50, OOO 
50,000 
50, OOO 
50, OOO 
35,332 
50,000 
50, OOO 
70, OOO 
70,000 
70,000 
70, OOO 
70, OOO 
70,000 
loo, 000 
loo, 000 
loo, 000 
100,000 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
1.5 
2 .o 
2.5 
3 .Q 
3.5 
4.0 
1.5 
2 .o 
2 -5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4 . 0  
Total-tempera, 
ture ratio fo: 
minimum 
specific heat 
consumption 
3.64 
2.80 
2.41. 
2.05 
2.04 
2.20 
3.64 
2.83 
2.40 
2.05 
2.02 
2.16 
3 .%4 
2.94  
2.48 
2.18 
2 .m 
2.23 
2.57 
2.16 
2.12 
2.30 
l&himum 
specific heat 
consumption 
15.50 
Y.03 
9.88 
9.96 
10.81- 
12.50 . 
15.80 
l l . 2 0  
10 - 07 
10.90 
12.59 
16.26 
I1 .43 
10.13 
10.31 
ll.03 
12.87 ' 
10.40 
10.46 
11.30 
12.97 
9.97 . . 
Engine 
specific weigh' 
(lb thrust \ lb engine 
0.295 
.139 
.076 
.056 
,042 
.030 
.605 
.280 
.157 
.116 
.086 
.064 
1.500 
.695 
-393 
.269 
.213 
.159 
1.593 
1.174 
.646 
.a83 
3200 
7150 
13,700 
28,850 
41,200 
1570 
3600 
6650 
10,050 
13,800 
19,600 
630 
1430 
2680 
42 70 
5600 
7810 
670 
980 
1350 
1960 
20,200 
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Figure 1. - Effect of fuel density on range at various Wch nuibere. Initial 
gross weight, l50,OOO pounds) pay-load and contrale weight, 10,OOO pun&. 
42 
200 
(b) Initial a l t i t u d e ,  50,000 feet. - 
Figure 1. - Continued.. Effect of fie1 density on range at various Mach 
numbers. Initial gross weight, 150,000 porrndai pay-load and controls 
weight, 10,ooo pounds. 
43 
c 
I 
h c h  number ' I  
200 
44 
100 
Fuel density, pfr lb/cu f t  
(a) I n i t i d  a l t i t u d e ,  l00,oOO feet. 
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Figure 1. - Concluded. Effect of fuel density on range at various Mach 
numbers. Initial gross might, 150,000 pounde~ pay-load and con tmh  
weight, 10,000 pounds .- 
'I 0 
' I  I I 0 Value used i n  cslcu3atlng effect 
" 
of other variables on range I 
Diffuser-total pressure r a t io  
(a) Diffuser total-pressure ratio 
~ i g u r e  2. - Eifect of design variables on range for three fuel deneities. 
Initial altitude, 70,000 feet) mch number, 3.51 gsy-load and controh 
night, 10,oOo~ pun&. __ 
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Figure  2. - Continued. Ef'fect of design wrisbles on range for three. 
fue l  densitiee. InitMl altitude, 70,W feet; %ach nuibei; 3.51 
pay-losd and coxtroLe veight, 10,WO pounds. . - . .  
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Combustion-chamber area, eq fi . 
(c) canbustion-chamber n. 
Figure 2. - Continued. Effect of design variables on range 
ror three fuel densities. Initial altitude, 70,000 fe&J 
MBch nmber, 3.5J ky- load and controls weight, lD,ooO pow. 
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Figure 2. - Continued. Effect of design vrulablee on range for three fuel 
densities. Initial altitude, 70,000 feet1 EIach nuinter, "53 -psy-losd 
and controls might, 10,060 pugd~. . .  
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Figure 2. - Continued.  Effect of design variables on range for three 
fuel densities. Initid altitude, 70,000 feet) k c h  nuaher, 3.5j 
pay-load and control6 weight, 1X),000 pounde. 
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Figure 2. - Concluded. Effect of design variable8 on range far three fuel 
densities. Initial dltftude, 70,000 feeti E6pch d e r ,  3.5j pay-loud and 
controls weight, l0,oOO pounds. 
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(a) B o a t t a i l  nozzle. 
(a) Riare nozzle. 
Figure 4. - Ram-Jet engine geometry. 
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Figure 5 .  - Typical wing chsracteri8tice. . Altitude, 70,000 feetj 
Mach number, 3.51 in i t ia l  gross weight, 150,000 pounds. 
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Figure 6. - Typical.englne  characteristics. Altitude, 70,000 feetj Mach 
number, 3.5~ combustion-chamber cross-section area9 10 square feet. 
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Figure 7. - Ty-pical fuselage characteristics. Altitude, 70,000 f e e t i  
Mach number, 3.51 initial gross weight, 150,000 pounds) fuel weight 
to  i n i t i a l  grose weight ratio, 0.65; fie1 density, x) pounds per 
cubic foot. 
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